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Drainage Research
Forum announced
The 2015 Drainage Research Forum will be held on
Monday, November 23 in Owatonna, Minnesota. It will
be held at Cabelas.
The main program will consist of presentations of
results and updates of drainage research projects and
related issues from university and agency researchers
and other stakeholders from Iowa, Minnesota and
the region. The final agenda will be available soon.
Iowa State University Extension and the University of
Minnesota Extension jointly sponsor the event.
The program is intended for all drainage stakeholders,
including state and federal agency staff, county
supervisors, crop consultants, academics, contractors,
farmers and others interested in drainage issues and
research topics in the upper Midwest.
Space is limited and same day registration will not be
available. Registration cost is $50. To register go to:
https://www.regonline.com/2015DrainageResearch

Soil and water are precious resources which
must be properly managed and conserved to
ensure a healthy balance for agriculture and
the environment.

CREP Field Specialists – Dennis Barrick, Ike Petersen, Bob Powers,
and Mark Sandvik. Engineering support–Don Peterson. (CREP
field specialists and engineering support personnel work for
IDDA under a contract administered by IDALS).
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Vilsack weighs in
on DMWW lawsuit

I

owa needs a conservation effort similar to its $2
billion Vision Iowa program, the public-private
investment that led to development of the Iowa
Events Center, Dubuque’s America’s River Project
and other landmark efforts, U.S. Secretary Tom Vilsack
said in early October.
Vilsack, Iowa’s former governor, said he spoke
Thursday night with Gov. Terry Branstad about ways
the state and federal government can work together,
along with farmers, agribusinesses, environmental and
conservation groups, to mount a large effort that could
quell a lawsuit filed by Des Moines Water Works.
The utility’s lawsuit targets drainage districts in
Calhoun, Sac and Buena Vista counties, alleging
drainage tiles there act as a conduit for high levels of
nitrates to pour into the Raccoon River, a drinking water
source for 500,000 central Iowa residents.
The utility seeks to have water discharged from
drainage districts — and indirectly farmers — regulated
by the federal government, much like discharge from
factories. The lawsuit is slated to be heard next year.
“The state has to do more,” said Vilsack, who initiated
the Vision Iowa program. “The worst thing that can
happen is for a federal judge to decide this.”
Ben Hammes, Branstad’s spokesman, said his boss
is discussing several ideas with leaders around soil
conservation and water quality, including Vilsack.
“People really want to solve the problem, but we don’t
have anything official to discuss,” he said.
Jay Byers, CEO of the Greater Des Moines
Partnership, said Friday he expects several proposals
to go to the Iowa Legislature next year. “We need to
be working together to help address this issue in a big
way,” Byers said. The economic development group is
working with leaders in agriculture, business and
conservation to find water-quality solutions that would
help scale up farm efforts to reduce the loss of nitrogen
and phosphorus in Iowa waterways.
“The key is that we have to generate significant
resources that can create a carrot-approach for producers
to really move forward with as many conservation
strategies as possible,” Byers said.
Environmentalists and some farm groups back a
small — three-eighths of 1 percent — sales tax increase
to fund the Natural Resources and Outdoor Recreation
Trust Fund, approved by 63 percent of Iowa voters
in 2010. It’s expected to generate about $120 million
annually.

Some piece of the money generated could go to
boosting conservation to improve water quality, officials
have said. The effort, however, has failed to gain
traction with lawmakers.
“There are still a lot of discussions about how it
could happen,” Byers said. “We need to move the ball
forward.”
He called the discussions between Vilsack and
Branstad “critically important” to finding solutions.
Iowa scientists estimate it will cost as much as
$1.2 billion annually over five decades for farmers to
build the conservation infrastructure needed to offset
the state’s intensive farming. Iowa is a national leader in
corn, soybean, egg, pork and beef production.
Vilsack said USDA has spent $2.2 billion in Iowa
on conservation efforts since he took office in 2009.
Iowa’s nearly 90,000 farmers have been under
pressure to reduce the amount of nitrogen and
phosphorus that leave fields and make their way into
Iowa waterways and eventually contributes to the dead
zone in the Gulf of Mexico,
Vilsack visited a farmer in northeast Iowa who
invested $16,000 in a bioreactor that so far has
reduced nitrates that come off of 35 acres by 40
percent. “If you do the math, you’re going to need
a serious amount of money over a long period of time,”
he said.
Under the Vilsack’s Vision Iowa program, taxpayers
pumped $225 million into tourism, recreation and
other quality of life projects, leveraging $2 billion in
investment. “It changed the face of many Iowa cities,”
Vilsack said.
“You could do a similar effort along those lines,
creating a fairly significant pot of money at a state
level,” he said. It could be matched through private and
public investment.
Wayne Fredericks, president of the Iowa
Soybean Association, said he sees more farmers
adopting conservation efforts such as cover crops,
saturated buffers and grassed waterways.
“Farmers are looking at ways they can change their
operations, but changes don’t happen overnight,” said
Fredericks, who farms near Osage. Source – Des
Moines Register
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Rastetter addresses DMWW suit impacts and solutions

B

ruce Rastetter, prominent Iowa businessman
and chairman of the Board of Regents recently
spoke with the Des Moines Business Record
on a number of issues –including the suit by
Des Moines Waterworks against drainage districts in
three Iowa Counties. Here is what he had to say:
How do you react to the Des Moines Water Works
lawsuit (against three northwest Iowa counties over
nitrate pollution and whether they are subject to federal
Clean Water Act regulation)?
As a businessman, I think it is really unfortunate
that Des Moines Water Works chose to sue, rather
than working collaboratively with people to solve the
problem. There is significant work being done, but there
are fundamental issues that need to be addressed. If the
lawsuit is successful, it is literally going to affect billions
of dollars in economic activity in generational family
farms.
If we think about it, technology will make a significant
impact in the ability to better manage nutrient runoff.
Multiple applications of nutrients instead of just one.
The state could invest in tax credits for the farmer who
is investing in new equipment to make him better apply
and manage those nutrients. An encapsulated nitrogen
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pellet that has slower release would help. Five years ago
that didn’t exist, but it exists today.
We have some fundamental issues like sporadic
rainfall in Iowa. (Des Moines Water Works CEO) Bill
Stowe and a farmer in the Raccoon River valley can’t
control whether we get 13 inches in a week or we get
three-tenths of an inch. So that affects leaching and all
those things associated with it.
This perspective that you sue someone and then
expect those people to come to the table and work with
you in a constructive way just doesn’t make sense to
me. It certainly doesn’t take much of an increase in
water rates to pay for his new water treatment. And he
shouldn’t be dumping the nitrate back into the river
for the downstream folks to have. It’s important if you
expect things to improve that you not denigrate the
downstream users of water.
There has been some talk of a settlement. What should
be included?
How ‘bout a novel idea: They agree to stop their
lawsuit and work collaboratively with people to be
solutionmakers. I think truly if the Iowa spirit exists
on wanting to work with your neighbors, you got
everyone’s attention by filing the lawsuit. Why not drop
the lawsuit — they can always restart it — and say, why
don’t we work together hard for the next couple of years
and try to figure this out? And let’s make real progress.
That would be better than just continuing the lawsuit
and asking people to work collaboratively because you
are holding a hammer over their head.
Has Stowe set the discussion back?
I don’t know about that. But you have people focused
on the wrong thing when you sue. They aren’t focused
on solving problems; they are focused on winning a
lawsuit.
Des Moines Water Works has a consultant determining
the cost of a proposed nitrateremoval plant to replace
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Northey says voluntary plan superior
to Chesapeake Bay mandates

I

owa’s targeted, voluntary conservation efforts can
do more to improve water quality than mandatory
regulations like those imposed in the Chesapeake
Bay watershed, Iowa Secretary of Agriculture Bill
Northey says.
Mandatory regulations are often a one-size-fits-all
solution that don’t consider the unique challenges
and characteristics of an individual field or farm, says
Northey, who farms near Spirit Lake. A mandated
approach would also crush the innovative and
cooperative spirit that Iowa’s farmers have shown
in seeking water quality solutions by applying new
conservation practices, he says.
“Figuring out conservation practices that work is part
of a piece that we can push, but we can’t rush,” Northey
says. “If we push too hard, we could end up with
mistakes that turn people away.”
A cooperative approach is more likely to engage
farmers in
adopting
conservation
practices,
according to
Michelle Perez
of the World
Resources
Institute,
who studied
how Virginia,
Maryland
and Delaware
implemented
mandatory
farm
environmental
regulations.
A primary reason for non-compliance with regulations
in those states is that farmers didn’t believe the rules
were written with proper agronomic or financial
considerations, Perez found.
“States should recognize that since the solutions to
non-point source agricultural pollution largely involve
behavioral changes rather than ‘end-of-pipe’ technology
solutions, states should focus on gaining buy-in from
farmers for the new level of environmental management
needed to achieve the new clean water goals,” Perez
said in a report on her study. “Given the non-point
source nature of nutrient pollution … the only way for

governments to ensure with some certainty that farmers
are following their plans is if farmers believe it is in
their best economic interest to do so.”
Stepping up inspections
States also will likely have to step up the number of
inspections and levy heftier fines to bring every farmer
into compliance, she said.
Like their counterparts in Iowa, farmers in the
Chesapeake Bay watershed said they are working to
optimize fertilizer applications based on economic as
well as environmental factors. It’s hard for regulations
to keep up with farm best management practices, which
are constantly changing as farmers adopt the most
advanced technologies, said Maryland farmer Jason
Scott. “We’re not just going to throw fertilizer out there
if we don’t need it,” he said.
Lucas Criswell, a Pennsylvania farmer, said he’s
frustrated by regulations that require certain practices
that aren’t as effective as what he could do on his own.
For example, he said cover crop regulations require 120
pounds of seed per acre, but he has achieved stands just
as good with half the amount of seed.
“That’s the problem with a blanket approach,” he said.
“My goal is to do more with less.”
Another worry for farmers in the Chesapeake
watershed is a mid-point evaluation of water quality
improvements due in 2017. There have been signs
of improvements in the bay’s water quality by some
measures, but not by others. As a result, it’s widely
anticipated that stricter regulations will be imposed
as states press to meet their nitrogen and phosphorus
reduction goals by the 2025 deadline.
Weather variability
The problem with mandates is that they fail to
consider the impact of weather variability, Northey
points out. Rather than set a deadline, he is encouraging
farmers to keep pushing forward with efforts to apply
conservation measures like cover crops, saturated
buffers and wetlands that will result in long-term water
quality improvements, he said.
“This is something we’ll never be done with,”
Northey said. “I hope we’re constantly challenging
ourselves to do better. We need to figure out new
and different things that are going to be practical for
different farm operations.” Source – Iowa Farm Bureau
Spokesman
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Big Yield Increases in Corn and
Beans Coming

1:45 p.m.

T

bromides to consider. “More horses take more hay.”
More bushels will require more inputs. X number of
bushels of anything takes X number of pounds of P
and K. “There is no free lunch.” With increased potential in the seed, there has to be a corresponding
increase in agronomy management to realize that
potential. Water management (variable rate irrigation,
drainage, subsurface irrigation, water table control,
better water retention through managing and/or alleviating compaction) will need to be improved. There
are huge chunks of the Corn Belt that are inadequately
drained. Farmers should take the windfall commodity
prices and invest some significant dollars increasing
the productivity of the land through drainage. They
ought to do that no matter the price of corn. Fertilization, tillage—everything needs to rise with the rise in
seed technology. Precision ag looks all the more enticing the higher the stakes.
Source – Changing Agronomy, January 16, 2008 - compiled by Tim McGraw 

Open Discussion

Sponsor Presentations

he big three in the seed business, Monsanto,
Syngenta and Pioneer (DuPont), are in a
race to produce a corn that is much more
drought tolerant than is now available. The western
Corn Belt has been historically low on rainfall. Rain
events in other parts of the Corn Belt have become
more pronounced and sporadic, rather than the more
even patterns in the ’50s to the ’90s. You know what
additional drought tolerance can mean. Add to that
quadruple stack corn traits and then the agreement
between two of the Big Three to cooperate on having
corn with eight traits boggles the mind.
But what about soybeans? Kip Cullers of Missouri
has grown yields of over 150 bushels per acre. Some
believe that 100-bushel beans could be common in the
future.
Before we get too excited, there are a couple of old
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1:00 p.m.

12:15 p.m. Buffet lunch
11:50 a.m.

Jeff Pape, Hewitt Creek Watershed council leader and Chad Ingels, ISU
Water Quality Specialist: “Water Quality Targeting – A success story.”

Unattributed Wisdom
“Success is going from failure to failure without a loss of enthusiasm.”

11:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m.

Registration Opens

8:30 a.m.

IDDA Annual Business Meeting

9:00 a.m.

Mr. Eric Eide, Webster County Drainage Attorney: “Defining Right of Way
for Drainage Work.”

9:45 a.m.

Mr. Doug Struyk, IDDA legal counsel: “Update on the Des Moines
Waterworks lawsuit.”

10:00 a.m.

Drainage clerks adjourn to their own break-out session

10:00 a.m.

Dr. Matt Helmers, Iowa State University: “25 years and counting at the
Gilmore City Research Farm.”
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and K. “There is no free lunch.” With increased potential in the seed, there has to be a corresponding
increase in agronomy management to realize that
potential. Water management (variable rate irrigation,
drainage, subsurface irrigation, water table control,
better water retention through managing and/or alleviating compaction) will need to be improved. There
are huge chunks of the Corn Belt that are inadequately
drained. Farmers should take the windfall commodity
prices and invest some significant dollars increasing
the productivity of the land through drainage. They
ought to do that no matter the price of corn. Fertilization, tillage—everything needs to rise with the rise in
seed technology. Precision ag looks all the more enticing the higher the stakes.
Source – Changing Agronomy, January 16, 2008 - compiled by Tim McGraw 
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he big three in the seed business, Monsanto,
Syngenta and Pioneer (DuPont), are in a
race to produce a corn that is much more
drought tolerant than is now available. The western
Corn Belt has been historically low on rainfall. Rain
events in other parts of the Corn Belt have become
more pronounced and sporadic, rather than the more
even patterns in the ’50s to the ’90s. You know what
additional drought tolerance can mean. Add to that
quadruple stack corn traits and then the agreement
between two of the Big Three to cooperate on having
corn with eight traits boggles the mind.
But what about soybeans? Kip Cullers of Missouri
has grown yields of over 150 bushels per acre. Some
believe that 100-bushel beans could be common in the
future.
Before we get too excited, there are a couple of old
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possible
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because
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are know
expensive.
even patterns
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what
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They
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on
to
waste
them
and
to
additional drought tolerance can mean. Add to that
Fall isand
officially
along
withcant
cooler
weather,
prices
investhere
some
signifi
dollars
increasing
send
them down
river.
I think
a false
quadruple
stackthe
corn
traits
andit’s
then
thepremise
agreement
changing
leaves
and
the
somewhat
depressing
knowledge
the productivity of the land through drainage. They
to think these people should pay for the Des Moines
between two of the Big Three to cooperate on having
that winter will not be far behind. As with every fall, I
ought to do that no matter the price of corn. FertilizaWater Works when they are already paying to make
have started my next round of annual county visits. I
corn with eight traits boggles the mind.
improvements. That nitrogen costs them dollars and the
tion,
toCounty,
rise with
the has
rise in
wouldtillage—everything
also like to note that needs
Franklin
which
But what about soybeans? Kip Cullers of Missouri
phosphorus
does, so they are trying to limit the use of
seed
technology.
Precision
ag
looks
all
the
more
not been an IDDA member for the past several years,entichas
has grown
ofthose,
over 150
acre.and
Some
those
and theyields
cost of
usingbushels
the bestper
science
ing
the higher
theassociation.
stakes.
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to
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the
In
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of
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believe thatthat’s
100-bushel
beans
be is,
common
technology
available.
So could
the issue
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– Changing
January
16, 2008so- acomassaults
upon
drainage, Agronomy,
every member
is important
future. more science and technology and help farmers
develop
piled
by Tim
McGraw

personal
thank
you to Franklin
County for its decision.
we get
theretoare
a couple
of old
use Before
those? And
howtoo
doexcited,
we get them
use
cover crops,
And, with winter coming, the IDDA annual meeting
which is complicated in Iowa because if we don’t get
cannot be far away. This year, we will be meeting on
rain in the fall you can’t get that cover crop going?
The
Friday,
December 4 at the usual location. A tentative
Unattributed
Wisdom
Water Works also should not be treating water that is
program and registration form are found elsewhere in our
“Success is going from failure to failure
without
a celebrated
loss of enthusiasm.”
(used for irrigation).
newsletter.
IDDA
our 25th birthday this year so
who knows, there might even be birthday cake.
Ultimately, the farmers cannot control Mother Nature.
Iowa can get better environmentally. I really believe
that. There should be more filter strips. There should
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